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Timeline animation in Photoshop CS4 
 
In this tutorial we are going to explore the timeline animation I Photoshop CS4 and create a simple 
animation using masking techniques. 
 
 
Step 1- open two images in my case I am using the images below. 
 

 
 
Step 2- place the two images in a single document on a different layer and create a new layer place it 
below the two images and fill this layer with a light blue colour such as #4987d2 this layer will be useful 
on a later stage. Using the colour range masking I am going to remove as much as possible from the 
house blue sky to be able and replace it with the othe clouds image.  
 

 
 
As you can see we have two layers on representing the clouds and the other the house using the colour 
range mask we have replaced most of the blue sky with the other sky.  You should have the following 
layers. 
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Step 3 – Now that we have two separate layers we can animate both of the separately. Go to 
window>animation this will display the timeline animation. As you can see in the figure below for each 
layer there is a timeline with related properties, you can animate position > opacity > style > layer mask 
position > layer mask enable. 
 
To animate one of the properties you need to click on the stop watch icon this will create a starting 
point than you need to move the timeline head to where you decide is the ending point make your 
modification such as move the image, change opacity or others once you are ready this will create a 
diamond shape icon which shows the ending point. 
 

 
 
Step 4 – Select layer 0 representing the clouds and set the opacity to 0 therefore for the time being the 
sky is replaced with the blue background done previously. Click on the opacity stop watch on the layer 1 
opacity setting and place the head timeline to 40 frames go baqck to the layer’s opacity and set the 
opacity to 100% see figure below. 
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Drag the right part shown on figure below up to the 40th frame this will play the video up to the 40th 
frame without going on the other empty frames. 
 
Step 5 -  The last modification is to animate the house layer making it darker, in this case we are going to 
use the layer style properties. Select layer 0 on the timeline which represents the masked house and 
click on the style stop watch to set a starting point place the timeline head on the 40th frame same as 
the clouds ending point. Select layer 0 from the layer’s tab and click on the layer style. See figure below 
to set the layer style. 

 
 
Once you have set the layer style the ending point appears you are ready to preview your timeline 
animation and save it. 
To save your video 
To save your video go to file > export >render video and a widow appears with different settings and 
format you would like to export your video. Suggestions if you are going to use your video to view on 
your PC, upload on you tube or any other video editing work export in MOV format. 


